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Abstract: In this paper, a new proposed space-time code for four-time slots and two transmitters for uplink transmission in a 

mobile system is presented. The mobile system needs three or four-time slots for data transmission. Also, this code is applied 

for multi-input multi-output (MIMO) fading channel. The proposed orthogonal space-time code achieves the properties of 

space-time code such as a full rate, full diversity, and non-vanishing minimum determinant value (MDV). The coding gain of 

this code is high because it achieves the trace or determinant criterion. Also, the proposed code needs a linear maximum 

likelihood (ML) decoding to decode four real symbols. Simulation results show that the performance of the proposed code is 

better than the performance of the previously presented schemes that are used in a mobile system for different modulation and 

diversity. 
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1. Introduction 

Orthogonal space- time block code (OSTBC) and quasi-

orthogonal (Q-OSTBC) are popular codes for uplink 

transmission (from the mobile system that has two antennas 

to the base station that has one or more antennas) in long 

term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) system. STBC is an open 

loop system. So, it needs channel state information at the 

receiver only. 

In LTE-A, There are three or four time slots for data 

transmission. Different STB codes are proposed for data 

transmission in this system. Orthogonal Alamouti space-time 

block code (STBC) is for two-time slots and two transmit 

antennas. So it can’t be used in the uplink transmission [1]. A 

hybrid scheme has three-time slots (two-time slots Alamouti 

code and one-time slot repetition transmission) but it doesn’t 

provide full diversity [2]. Quasi-orthogonal space-time block 

code that used three-time slots and two transmitters and 

achieved full rate and full diversity has been proposed in [3]. 

The maximum likelihood (ML) decoding of this code needs a 

joint detection of two complex symbols. In [4], a group 

decodable STBC with three-time slots and two transmit 

antennas which are suitable for the 3GPP LTE uplink frame 

structure was constructed. This code achieves full-rate, full 

diversity for all information symbols and ML detection 

complexity of order O (M), where M is the size of the 

symbol constellation. In [5], a novel STBC scheme for 

three-time slots and two transmit antennas was proposed. It 

achieves the properties of STBC such as full rate and full 

diversity, and non-vanishing minimum determinant value 

(MDV). Also, it has three real symbols decoding 

complexity. In [6], an efficient STBC that is used for the 

mobile system was proposed. Its ML decoding required a 

joint detection of three real symbols and its performance is 

better than [4, 5] at high signal to noise ratio. The proposed 

code in [7] is introduced for frame structure of LTE-A 

system with four-time slots and two antennas, this 

orthogonal STBC achieves full rate, full diversity, and 

MDV property of STBC. Its ML decoding needs a joint 

detection of four real symbols, this code shows that its BER 

performance is better than BER performance of double 
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Alamouti code for different modulations. In [8], Quasi-

orthogonal STB codes were proposed for three-time slots 

and two transmitters for uplink transmission. This code 

achieves full rate and full diversity. Its performance is 

better than the performance of [2]. In [9], two Quasi-

orthogonal STB codes were proposed for a mobile system. 

These codes achieve full rate and full diversity. This code 

can save the transmitted power. But, it needs more some 

operations at the receiver to separate the transmitted 

symbols to decode them simply. In [10], authors proposed 

QO-STBC for three and four transit antennas. This QO-

STBC doesn’t improve the performance over the 

conventional and previous QO-STBC [11]. 

In this paper, new proposed OSTBC for MIMO system is 

presented. The proposed code can transmit four symbols in 

four-time slots through two transmitters. The code can 

achieve the properties STBC such as full rate, full diversity, 

and coding gain [13-14]. Also, this scheme can be used for 

uplink transmission in the mobile system, where the mobile 

is equipped with two transmitters and four- time slots. The 

BER performance of the proposed code is better than the 

BER performance of previously code [7] and the 

performance of double Alamout code. This code is an 

orthogonal code so it uses linear and simple ML decoding to 

decode four real symbols. Its MDV doesn’t vanish by 

increasing the signal constellation.  

The organization of the paper is as followed. In section 2, 

the system model of the OSTBC is presented. In section 3, 

the proposed OSTBC scheme is discussed. In section 4, 

simulation results show the BER performance comparison. 

Finally, conclusions are given in section 5. 

Notations: IN is N X N identity matrix. Small letters and 

capital letters denote vectors, matrices respectively. (.)
*
, (.)

H
, 

(.)
T
 and det (.) stand for conjugate, hermitian, transpose and 

determinant of a matrix respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of space-time coding at transmitter (mobile device) 

[14]. 

 

2. System Model 

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of space-time coding at 

the transmitter that has N transmit antennas, mobile device. 

The base-station represents the receiver in the wireless 

communication with contains M receive antennas. As shown 

in fig 1, the input of modulator box is the information source. 

The selected symbols from the modulator are the input of the 

space-time encoder. In this paper, we use two types of 

modulations, m-QAM and M-PSK. It is assumed that each 

element of the modulation constellation is scaled by factor ���  so the average energy is one. The size of space-time 

coding through time periods, T, is N x T.  

The received signal at time slot t in the i
th

 receiver is  ���=∑ ��	� ∗ ��	 � ���	��                         (1) 

Where, ��	 is the transmitted symbol from the g
th

 transmit 

antenna at t, ��  is a complex additive white Gaussian noise 

with zero mean and unit variance at the receiver antenna i at 

time t, and ��	�  is the channel between the g
th

 transmitter and 

i
th

 receiver at time t and modeled as a Rayleigh fading 

channel. 

3. The Proposed OSTBC Scheme 

We propose a rate one and full diversity orthogonal STBC 

code for four-time slots and two transmit antennas. This code 

can be applied for LTE-A system. To design a good code, we 

should satisfy the properties of OSTBC such as full rate, full 

diversity, non-vanishing minimum determinant value 

(MDV), trace criteria, and simple decoding. 

Our design code is obtained as follows 

� � 	 ��� � �� ���∗ � ��∗ ��� � �� ���∗ � ��∗�� � �� ��∗ � ��∗ �� � �� ���∗ � ��∗�    (2) 

This code is full rate because of the number of transmitted 

symbols from each antenna, k = 4 and the number of symbols 

at the input of the STBC encoder p=4, a number of time 

slots. The rate, R, is 

� � 	 �� = 1                                       (3) 

This code achieves full rate.  

The orthogonality of the proposed code is satisfied if we 

show that � ∗	�� � 	�	 �; 

� ∗ 	�� � ��� � �� ���∗ � ��∗ ��� � �� ���∗ � ��∗�� � �� ��∗ � ��∗ �� � �� ���∗ � ��∗� ∗ 	 ! ��∗ � ��∗ ��∗ � ��∗��� � �� �� � �����∗ � ��∗ ��∗ � ��∗��� � �� ��� � ��
" = 

= (#�� � ��$� � #�� � ��$� � #��� � ��$� � #�� � ��$�). %1 00 1(                                                  (4) 

The trace of the code is 

trace #�)��)$= 2 ∗ ##��+ � ��+ $� � #��+ � ��+$� � #���+ � ��+ $� � #��+ � ��+ $�$                                           (5) 
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Where �)  � � � �,-  where X and �.  are transmitted code 

matrix and detected code matrix.	�̅0 =�0	 �	�01 , where �0	and �̂0 
are transmitted signal and detected signal. 

To obtain high coding gain, the minimum trace of STBC 

should be large according to the trace criteria. The trace of 

this code consists of square terms and it is non-zero among 

all �0	 ≠ �̂0. 
To check the full diversity of the proposed code, we 

calculate the rank of all possible difference matrices, �).  

det#�)��)$=##��+ � ��+ $� � #��+ � ��+$� � #���+ � ��+ $� � #��+ � ��+ $�$�                                        (6) 

If 	�0	 �	�01  is achieved, the determinant of difference 

matrix is zero. So, the difference matrix is full rank 

when	� ≠ �	- . So, the proposed code is full diversity code and 

it provides a diversity of NM. If N=2, the diversity is 2M. 

Also, the new code achieves the determinant criterion that is 

required to achieve coding gain. The MDV does not vanish 

by increasing the signal constellation. 

The received signals of space time block code are 

 4�� � #�� � ��$ℎ�,� � #�� � ��$ℎ�,� � 6��                  (7) 

4�� � �#��∗ + ��∗)ℎ�,� + (��∗ + ��∗)ℎ�,� + 6��  

4�� = (−�� + ��)ℎ�,� + (�� − ��)ℎ�,� + 6��  

4�� = (−��∗ + ��∗)ℎ�,� + (−��∗ + ��∗)ℎ�,� + 6��  

To decode the transmitted signal, ML decoding to 

minimize the following equation 

∑ 7	4�� − (��1 + ��1 )ℎ�,� − (��1 + ��1)ℎ�,�7�8��� + 7	4�� + (��1 ∗ + ��1 ∗)ℎ�,� − (��1 ∗ + ��1 ∗)ℎ�,�7� + 7	4�� − (−��1 + ��1 )ℎ�,� − (��1 −
��1)ℎ�,�7� + 7	4�� − (−��1 ∗ + ��1 ∗)ℎ�,� − (−��1 ∗ + ��1 ∗)ℎ�,�7�	                                             (8) 

The decision symbols would be  

��+=	∑ 4��ℎ�,�∗ + (4��)∗ℎ�,� − 4��ℎ�,�∗ − (4��)∗ℎ�,�8���  

��+=	∑ 4��ℎ�,�∗ + (4��)∗ℎ�,� + 4��ℎ�,�∗ + (4��)∗ℎ�,�8���  

��+=	∑ 4��ℎ�,�∗ − (4��)∗ℎ�,� + 4��ℎ�,�∗ − (4��)∗ℎ�,�8���  

��+=	∑ 4��ℎ�,�∗ − 94��:∗ℎ�,� − 4��ℎ�,�∗ + (4��)∗ℎ�,�8���        (9) 

If we call the previous space time code for four time slots 

and two transmitters [7] 

� = 	 ��� + �� −��∗ −�� + �� −��∗
�� ��∗ + ��∗ �� −��∗ + ��∗�   (10) 

And also, if we call the double Alamouti code matrix [7] 

� = 	 ��� −��∗ �� −��∗
�� ��∗ �� ��∗ �                         (11) 

The two OSTB codes achieve full rate, full diversity, and 

coding gain. Also, they need a linear decoder to decode four 

transmitted symbols.  

In the simulation part, we compare BER performance of 

STB codes (2), (10) and (11) for different modulation and 

diversity. 

4. Performance Analysis and Simulation 

Results 

In this section, the performance of the proposed code is 

simulated and evaluated by MATLAB program. In order to 

evaluate the performance of the code, we should calculate the 

pairwise error probability for MIMO fading channel [14-15]. 

The pairwise error probability for MIMO fading channel is  

;9�, �.: ≤ �
∏ %�	>	?	@AB (

CDAEF
                    (12) 

Where, X is transmitted codeword, �.  is detecting 

codeword, G	is a signal to noise ratio per symbol, and HI	′	� 

is eigenvalues of the difference matrix X = 	� − �..  The 

probability of error is decreased with increasing the diversity 

and coding gain of the STBC. 

The simulation results of the performance of the proposed 

code are shown. In the simulation, we assumed that the 

receiver has perfect channel state information and the 

channel is Rayleigh fading channel. We use two types of 

modulation, m-PSK, and m-QAM.  

In figure 2, a comparison of proposed STBC and other 

previous codes have been done for two transmit antennas and 

one receiver. The BER performance of the new proposed 

STB codes gives a gain of approximately 2 dB over the 

previous STBC [7], for the BER of 10-3. Also, the gain of 

the new code is approximately 2.8 dB over the double 

Alamouti code for the BER of 10-3. The same comparison is 

performed for QAM modulation and PSK modulation as 

shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4 respectively.  

The new code is applied also in a MIMO system as shown 

in fig. 5 and fig.6. In figure 5, the performance of new 

OSTBC is better than the performance of the previous code 

[7] and double Alamouti code for two transmitters and two 

receivers for two different types of modulations.  

Figure 6 shows the performances of new code and the 

previous codes for two transmit antennas and four receive 

antennas for different modulations. The new OSTBC gives 

better performance than the previous codes.  
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Fig. 2. BER performance of the proposed code and BER performance of 

previous and double for BPSK modulation for L = 2	M6N	O = 1. 

 

Fig. 3. BER performance of the proposed code and BER performance of 
previous STBC and double Alamouti for QAM modulation (2 bit/sec /Hz) for 

L = 2	M6N	O = 1. 

 
Fig. 4. BER performance of the proposed code and BER performance of 

previous STBC and double Alamouti for 16PSK modulation for L =
2	M6N	O = 1. 

 

Fig. 5. BER performance of proposed code and BER performance of 

previous STBC and double Alamouti for 16PSK and 4-QAM modulation for 

L = 2	M6N	O = 2. 

 

Fig. 6. BER performance of proposed code and BER performance of 

previous STBC and double Alamouti for 16PSK and 4-QAM modulation for 

L = 2	M6N	O = 4. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed an efficient OSTBC for four-

time slots and two transmitters for uplink transmission in 

LTE-A system. This system needs three or four-time slots 

for data transmission. The proposed code satisfies full rate 

and full diversity. This code achieves high coding gain 

and the minimum determinant value does not vanish by 

increasing the signal constellation. Also, it needs linear 

ML decoding to decode four real symbols. The results 

show that the proposed code gives approximately 2 dB 

over the previous code. This new OSTBC has lower BER 

than the proposed code of [7] and double Alamouti code 

for different modulation and diversity. For the future 

work, this code can be applied to other types of channels 

such as Rican channel. 
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